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INTRODUCTION

lTl he evolution of technology has dramatically changed society. An

I endless number of people all over the world use and benefit from

I modem technology, and the tremendous opportunities it provides play

a significant role in almost all fields of human life' Technolory has

simplified the access to many necessary tools people need in education, industry'

medicine, communication, transportation, and so on. Nowadays, every household

are having at least one Computer for doing their works or for entertainment.

These computer systems have to be properly maintained and repaired every now

and then and the cost of repairing may sometimes be very high'

Being in the computer Science Department, there are not many activities

which we can render to the society in terms of technology. One of the most

important social initiative programs may be to have a free computer checking

program thereby repairing their computers for free otherwise they would have to

pay a huge amount of money for repairing at the shop.

The Departmental meeting felt the need of organizing such free computer

clinic and the committee assigned Mr. Lalhruaitluanga and Mr. Laldingliana

Sailo as the Organizing Chairman and Organizing Secretary respectively. After

much speculations, the organizing team choke out the dates (which is 126

October 2018) and Procedures'

The main aim of the clinic is to inform nearby localities such as Aizawl

venglai, Ramthar and Ramhlun south to bring their computers for repair and

repair them for free of cost. AdvertisemenVinformation was circulated at each

local YMA newspaper. We selected few students from the fifth semester who are

capable of repairing computers. Around ten (10) students were assigned for this

program.
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As mentioned above the Organizing team consists of the following :

Organizing Chairman:
Organizing Secretary:

Organizing Members:

MT. LALHRUAITLUANGA
Mr. LALDNGLIANA SAILO

Ms MS DAWNGLIANI
MT H.THANGKHANIIAU
MTVANLALLURA
MT. LALREMTLUANGA
Ms R. LALMAWIPUII
Ms.NGURZAMI
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12rH OCTOBER 2018 ll FRIDAYII 10:00 AM
,,THE CLINIC,,

The program starts at l0:00 am and our first customer was from one of our

colleague from Science Department, Mr LB Singh. other faculties were also

making use of this progrzun and brought their laptops and PCs'

The students started working on with the repairing of the computers. Some of

the computers are v€ry old and outdated that it took quite a long time to repair

them. Due to bad weather, only few localities are able to bring their computer to

the college. But we are able to repair all of the computers'
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"PHOTOS"

Few photos of the Free Clinic Program:
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CONCLUSION

Since this program is supposed to be a social initiative progam, we felt that

conducting this kinrl of program was a great success and also found that the

people are benefit..cl through this program. we thank the students for their

valuable support and also wish that this program will further enhanced them in

their studies.

This report is prePared

and compiled bY

Sailo)

Organizing Secretary

Edited and Proof Re by

(L tl

Organizing Chairman
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